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O QUE É QUE A BAHIANA TEM? 
WHAT DOES A BAHIANA HAVE?

Ladies and gentlemen, Carmen Miranda—no other. You know ladies and gentlemen 

now there’s a lot more to samba, as I just found out, than meets the virgin ear. Now 

I’ve got a full complement of really top samba players here at the microphone and 

they are going to help us now to investigate the anatomy of samba. Now I’m no 

authority but plenty of authorities are standing by. . . .

Brazilian babies can beat out samba rhythms before they can talk and dance the 

samba before they can walk, at least that’s what I was told and I believe them.

—orson welles from the end credits of 
it’s all true with carmen miranda.

The journey of the collation of rhythms known as samba into the rest 
of the Americas during the Getulio Vargas regime was a huge success. 
Samba was a real cultural pawn in the Good Neighbor Policy—a 
scheme to ensure that the Germans or indeed Japanese wouldn’t 
open up another front against the United States. Samba itself, it has 
been argued, is what makes Brazil Brazil.

BRIAN CROSS

11
FROM BAHIANAS TO THE KING  
OF POP . . .
A Speculative History of Brazilian Music into Los Angeles

CHAPTER ELEVEN
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In the 1910s Rio de Janeiro was in flux. Many people from the former capital of the coun-
try, Bahia, came south in search of better lives away from the treacherous ways of the coro-
nel system (similar to share cropping in the United States). In the city itself there was devel-
opment and displacement. Praça Onze was being torn down and old geographical alliances 
were being moved to the Morro (hill) and the first favelas were being constructed. Out of 
this chaos several young musicians began to play a new style, a blend of batuques, or 
rhythms. A hybrid, urban, modern style birthed from the terreiros (sacred spaces for the 
practice of candomble Afro-Brazilian religion). The Mae de Santos, the elder women priests, 
many of whom sold fruit on the street during the day, known on the street as Bahianas 
(women from Bahia), acted as midwives for these young musicians as they manifested this 
new style. This music was samba. Samba and its cousin capoeira become the first social 
institutions created by blacks newly freed from slavery in Brazil.

Photo archive from Dori Caymmi’s House in Woodland Hills, 2008. Included with Dori are Chico Buarque, Quincy 
Jones, Pelé, Milton Nascimento, Gilberto Gil, Branford Marsalis, Antônio Carlos Jobim, and, of course, his father 
Dorival Caymmi.
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Samba was indigenous to Brazil, new, modern (“Pelo Telephone,” the first samba 
recorded in 1917, is an homage to the new technology of the telephone), and yet deeply 
routed in the narratives of Afro-Brazil. It attracted and inspired many of Brazil’s intellectual 
elite. Hermano Vianna conclusively argues that samba itself helps to create the modern 
nation of Brazil.

Carmen Miranda, Portuguese by birth, Carioca by culture, became an early star of the 
music. Her quick wit and strong voice captured the imagination of many and popularized 
the style through the new mediums of radio and cinema in Brazil. Since the mid-1920s the 
Bahiana had been a popular trope for the Carnivalesque in the Rio Balls, and many white 
women adopted the garb of the women who cultivated samba. In 1939 Miranda adopted the 
headdress of the Bahainas of Praca Onze and sang the Dorival Caymi tune “O que é que a 
Bahiana tem?,” a song of empowerment honoring these women from Bahia. Shortly there-
after she was spotted by a promoter from the United States; he offered her a contract for 
a musical on Broadway. She insisted on bringing her band—that was her commitment to 
samba. The promoter refused to pay for the group’s travel and the Vargas government 
stepped in to save the day, making Miranda a proxy ambassador for Brazilian culture to the 
United States. She made her stage debut in 1939 and quite quickly was cast as Argentinean, 
Cuban, or often just “the Latin chick” She became a big star on Broadway and moved to 
Hollywood. Filmmakers there had little desire for cultural specificity, yet Miranda fought 
through and became the highest-paid female star by 1945. Her work with Busby Berkeley on 
the film The Gang’s All Here singing “The Lady with the Tutti Frutti Hat” has inspired thou-
sands of impersonators, mostly oblivious to its Afro-Brazilian root.

The constraints of the Good Neighbor Policy, the extreme insecurity of the marketplace, 
and ultimately the difficulty of being the best-paid woman in Hollywood put Miranda’s cul-
tural position in a precarious place. It was always going to be a fight with stereotypes, a 
collision with a country that looked to Europe rather than the south for culture. However, 
Miranda’s minstrelsy earned her many fans in the United States and introduced samba to an 
eager American public. She built a cultural bridge that somehow made invisible black cul-
tural and diasporic production but opened up a discussion that had began earlier and would 
flourish in the ensuing years. Her impact is immeasurable; she is still a popular icon;  
her fruit-adorned turban and exaggerated makeup are instantly recognizable. The United 
Fruit Company came up with the Chiquita to sell bananas as an imitation of her iconic  
character.

In many ways her work is emblematic: she reveals little about history or origin but had a 
huge impact in both worlds, linking the postslavery survival strategies of Brazil’s newly 
urbanized populations to the excessive high stakes world of 1940s Hollywood. As Caetano 
Veloso has said, to think of Carmen is “to think of the complexity of the relationship between 
the US and Brazil.”

She died tragically at the age of forty-six after feeling ill while performing on the Jimmy 
Durante show in Los Angeles. Her funeral in Rio was a huge public display of grief.
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A few months after Carmen left on August 7, 1940, the USS Uruguay sailed into Rio de 
Janeiro harbor with a young orchestra (the All American Youth Orchestra) eager to play 
North American music for a Carioca audience, no doubt bemused by all this new attention. 
The orchestra was led by Leopold Stokowski—he had been the music director of the Phila-
delphia Orchestra and was a well-known figure, not least for his role in Fantasia, the ani-
mated film from the Disney Studios. Perhaps this is what had prompted the US government 
to send Stokowski to South America on this huge vessel as a further extension of the Good 
Neighbor Policy.

Stokowski was friends with Heitor Villa Lobos, the acclaimed father of modern Brazilian 
music. Villa Lobos, for his part, was a huge fan of samba and indeed connected not only to 
its biggest stars but to the men and women who originated the music, many who had never 
been recorded, let alone seen the kind of stardom that Carmen Miranda was enjoying. On 
the night of August 7 (meticulously documented by Daniella Thompson on her blog),1 Villa 
Lobos and Stokowski conspired to create one of the most beautiful documents of Brazilian 
music of the prewar era. They had invited some of the most important musicians of the Rio 
scene—Pixinguinha, Cartola, João Do Bahiana, Donga (cowriter of “Pelo Telephone”), and 
Ze Espinguela. Also part of this session was a young classical guitarist who was also a fan of 
the new music, Laurindo Almeida.

From midnight on August 7 until 10 am the following day forty songs were committed to 
wax. According to liner notes on the double set of 78s, the music was “All personally chosen 
and supervised by Leopold Stokowski”—however, according to the Rio press from the fol-
lowing day, Stokowski went to bed around 3 am, leaving the majority of the recordings to 
those there. The result is an invaluable record, one that basically vanished into the Columbia 
vaults. Most of the musicians were never paid (Cartola only heard his recording years  
and years later through a record collector), but they remain a fantastic document of  
an early exchange between North American record men and Afro-Brazilian music.  
Stokowski came back to the United States and within a year or two had formed the 
Hollywood Bowl Orchestra.

Clearly North America was ready for the pizzazz and comedy of Carmen, but more seri-
ous investigation of Brazilian music was going to have to wait.

JAZZ SAMBA AND SAMBA JAZZ TO BOSSA NOVA:  
ALMEIDA, SHANK, DONATO, SERGIO MENDES,  
AND CANNONBALL

Bossa Nova had its fling with American Jazz, especially the West Coast jazz, 

but it never lost its Brazilian character. What was called “samba-jazz” from 

the West Coast had nothing whatsoever to do with Bossa Nova. It was only 

a laminated hybrid.

—vinicius de moraes, liner notes for paul winter’s  
rio album, 1965.
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Bossa Nova has often been derided as a whitening of samba for cocktail 

drinking sophisticates. But the Brazilian jazz musicians of the late 1950s 

knew that by incorporating greater blues influence into their playing they 

were tapping into the headwaters of African American music. Bossa Nova 

proved compelling in part because it offered both exciting new terrain for 

musical experimentation and a path back to a parallel musical tradition.

—bryan mc cann, “blues and samba: another side of bossa 
nova history,” luso brazilian review, 2007.

There are many accounts of how “The Girl from Ipanema” and its new rhythm conquered 
the popular music world. And to run in the face of the great Vinicius, few, however, give 
ample credit to the collision that was already happening between samba, blues, and jazz. In 
the United States there was jazz samba and in the Rio there was samba jazz.

One of the many legends that had played on the USS Uruguay made his way to Los Ange-
les in the 1940s. Laurindo Almeida had moved from Rio through Europe to the United States 
in 1947—he was an adept and sensitive (self-taught) classical guitarist. While in Paris he had 
seen Django Reinhardt and it forever changed his life. He went on to play with the great Stan 
Kenton Orchestra. Kenton ran a progressive orchestra more concerned with complex ideas 
and finding new idioms than with being merely a dance band.

Almeida and Bud Shank, both alums of the Stan Kenton Orchestra, went into the World 
Pacific studios in Los Angeles with Richard Bock in 1953 and rewrote the playbook for Brazil-

“To Sid, Viva in the South American Way . . . Carmen Miranda March 24th 1941.” Carmen Miranda’s footprints in front 
of Sid Grauman’s Chinese Theatre, Hollywood Boulevard, January 2017.
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ian music and jazz. Shank was part of a crew of reed men that later would be known as the 
West Coast Cool school; it included Art Pepper, Gerry Mulligan, Shorty Rogers, and Stan 
Getz, all Kenton alums. Laurindo Almeida featuring Bud Shank, later known as Brazilliance, 
was their combined effort and it was a massive success. Backed by merely Harry Babasin on 
bass and Roy Harte on drums, Almeida and Shank worked their way through an esoteric 
collection of great Brazilian music.

The album opens with “Atabaque” by Radames Gnattali and its economy and overwhelm-
ingly Carioca melody instantly conjure what could be possible in the collision of the two 
musical styles. The record is primarily written by Brazilians: Gnattali is represented with 
several pieces; samba and choro founder Pixinguinho is represented with “Carinhoso”; Car-
men Miranda collaborator and giant of Brazilian song Ary Barrosso has two compositions; 
most surprising, however, is Almeida and Shanks’s version of the classic “Baiao.”

Baiao is a rhythm from the northeast of Brazil created by sanfonista (accordionist) and 
cultural superhero Luiz Gonzaga with lyrics by Humberto Teixeira; the song “Baiao” entices 
the listener to dance to this new rhythm; it was a hugely popular hit in Brazil in 1946, but 
ostensibly would have been considered regional music. Almeida and Shanks’s “Blue Baiao” 
begins in a wonderfully restrained way, Shank following the classic northeastern melody—
however, about half way through, he takes off on a series of runs that would make Gonzaga 
or even Dominguinhos proud. In a spectacular turn, the popular dance floor smash from the 
Pernambucano hit factory gets a West Coast jazz workout.

On World Pacific Jazz, recorded in Los Angeles a good five years before Gilberto’s Chega 
De Saudade, Brazilliance was hugely popular and wonderfully preemptory.

Bryan McCann tells of how at the same moment Rio was alive with new experiments and 
extraordinary virtuosity in the mid- to late 1950s. The influence of big band swing from  
the United States, combined with the growth of the radio orchestras under the Vargas 
regime, had led to a new professionalization of the music in Rio. This new concentration of 
music professionals led to new possibilities for musicians in the late 1940s into the mid-
1950s.

Moacir Santos, Edson Machado, Paulo Moura, and Booker Pittman all were extending the 
vocabulary of jazz and blues into a new idiom samba jazz. Samba jazz bristled with influence 
from its neighbors to the north; however, it would be foolish to think that this was merely 
imitation. Santos was an extraordinary arranger-composer in his own right, and while  
his first solo record—the exemplary and beautiful Coisas—didn’t emerge until 1965, 
his influence was felt either through his arrangements for others, through his teaching,  
or indeed in his playing. He was the first Afro-Brazilian to write for the Radio Nacional 
Orchestra.

Booker Pittman, on the other hand, was an American who had come to Brazil through 
some European dates with a big band. He had taken a gig and disappeared in the state of 
Para in the mid-1940s. He reemerged in Rio in the 1950s with arrangements from the great 
Lindolfo Gaya and, with his stepdaughter Eliana, and took the city by storm. His swing and 
style were influential in that burgeoning scene. McCann conclusively argues that blues, at 
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the root of jazz, was a driving force in the Brazilian pre-bossa moment. Pittman’s jazz cre-
dentials were secure and his reemergence in the mid-1950s was instructive.

Listening to any of the Edson Machado albums from this period yields a perspective on 
this Brazilian scene virtuosic, bristling and full of originality. His É Samba Nova album from 
1964 is a head-spinning journey through eleven chunks of extraordinary trill-brass-filled 
energy. Four of the pieces are by Moacir Santos, four are by the young J.T. Meirelles, and the 
band is a who’s who of Brazilian jazz at that moment. Moacir Santos, Paulo Moura on sax, Ed 
Maciel on trombone, J. T. Meirelles on sax, Pedro Paulo on trombone, Sebastião Neto on 
bass, the incredible and tragic Tenorio Junior on piano, and of course Edson Machado on 
drums. All these figures would go on to record vast amounts of music in the ensuing dec-
ade, not just contributing to the instrumental tradition but writing and playing with all the 
greats of popular Brazilian music. Moacir Santos moved to LA in the late 1960s and made 
several albums for Blue Note, but more on that later.

Needless to say, bossa nova superseded samba as the main cultural export from 1959 
onward. The ground paved by Laurindo Almeida, Bud Shank, and indeed Chet Baker and the 
many more commercial or popular jazz experiments primarily happening out west made  
an intervention by João Gilberto and Antonio Carlos Jobim possible. It was merely a  
matter of time before a huge hit would happen and in 1964 it did. Kenton orchestra alum 
Stan Getz and João Gilberto recorded an album under the guidance of the great Creed 
Taylor—which yielded the monster hit “The Girl from Ipanema,” penned by Antonio Carlos 
Jobim and Orson Welles’s drinking buddy, poet and diplomat Vinicius DeMoraes. The ver-
sion that was released on 45 was an edit that cut out Gilberto’s singing and left his wife 
Astrud’s vocal. A brilliant cut by Taylor, a man who played a huge role in Brazilian music’s 
proliferation.

Bossa nova became a huge cultural force. As North American popular music heated up 
with the new rhythm and blues–inspired rock ’n roll, another path emerged with bossa. It 
would be silly not to also mention here the Marcel Camus–directed Orfeu Negro (which had 
won Cannes that year) and has been considered a classic since. Adapted from a play by 
Vinicius De Moraes—Orfeu Negro was a great international vessel for the new music. The 
producer commissioned new music for the film (in an attempt to keep the publishing) and 
Antonio Carlos Jobim, Vinicius De Moraes, and Luiz Bonfa wrote the music and its popular-
ity hasn’t diminished to this day. The theme “Manha De Carnival” remains one of the most 
recorded songs of that period.

Sadly it clearly exoticized Brazil, glossed over the social conditions of the Rio favela dwell-
ers, and maligned the play Vinicius had written. Vinicius walked out of the premiere appalled. 
But the world loves the film regardless. Curiously enough, one of the great contributors to 
the local Los Angeles Brazilian scene is Carlinhos Do Pandeiro Ouro; he is one of the chil-
dren in that famous scene when they ask, “please play your violao to make the sun rise.”

Brazil was entering a period of profound cultural activity: in theater Augusto Boal was 
reinventing the relationship of theater to the public sphere; in visual arts Lygia Clarke and 
Helcio Oiticica and many others were finding new ways to make art post the object; Glauber 
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Rocha and Nelson Pereira Dos Santos were breaking the shackles of Italian Neo-Realism and 
inventing Cinema Novo; and in music Jobim, Vinicius, Gilberto, and a young accordionist 
from Acre in the far west of Brazil called João Donato were inventing the new thing bossa 
nova with their young, upper-middle-class friends on the Zona Sul of Rio.

All of these cultural gestures would have a huge impact inside Brazil and later on outside, 
but bossa struck first. After the song “Chega do Saudade” was released by João Gilberto, 
things began to shift quickly in Brazil. In the United States, almost immediately Charlie Byrd 
and Stan Getz began to cut versions of the new music and it wasn’t long before Quincy 
Jones cut “Soul Bossa Nova” and then Floridean Miles Davis alum Cannonball Adderly cut 
“Jive Samba.”

In jazz there was certainly always room for new ideas and it seemed that the pop inklings 
of bossa nova were a good fit. According to legendary drummer Leon Ndugu Chancellor, 
the bossa nova is just an extension of the New Orleans Second Line and Afro-Cuban clave; 
the root is there and the rhythm misses a beat—which gives it that inclusive samba swing. 
Melodically João Gilberto innovated with the violao; the violao is a six-string acoustic guitar, 
similar to the classical guitar, with nylon strings. Bossa nova was popular so quickly in Brazil 
that the violao replaced the accordion as the most popular instrument for young Brazilians 

Carlinhos Pandeiro de Ouro (child actor from Orfeu Negro and esteemed percussionist, in 
Los Angeles, 2006).
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in a matter of a year. The accordion had been the most popular instrument since the 1940s, 
clearly in no small measure due to the efforts of Luiz Gonzaga and his baiao.

The violao is so soft that its dynamic affects all the other instruments: everything needs 
to be either quiet or sparse. The new music clearly benefited from new recording technolo-
gies being developed after World War II that allowed close micing and wide dynamic range. 
Gilberto, up to today, is a master of the quiet. He famously is a nightmare for live sound 
technicians because his voice is never more than a whisper and he is forever unsatisfied with 
his microphones.

Jobim, continuing in the tradition of the great Villa Lobos, brought extraordinary, mod-
ern, lush arrangements and a unique new voice in his compositions. His undeniable pop 
skills, underwritten by the sophistication of his orchestrations, put Jobim’s catalogue up 
against any of the twentieth century. There are just so many great songs. By any measure he 
is clearly one of the greatest postwar composers.

Jobim’s first arranging gig in 1956 is the debut album of a young pianist and the mysteri-
ous musketeer of bossa nova João Donato.

Originally from Acre, deep in the Amazon, on the border with Peru, he began as an accor-
dion player. João Gilberto claims that he envisioned bossa nova while watching Donato play 
piano, much in the same way that Charlie Parker claimed to imagine what he wanted to do 
musically while listening to Art Tatum. Donato, just as bossa nova began to become popular, 
got an offer to come to the United States. Panamanian bandleader Wally Fernez offered him 
six weeks of work at Harrah’s in Lake Tahoe. And unbeknown to most of the music com-
munity a real treasure snuck in and began working in the Bay area from October 1959.

Donato was a child prodigy. His first professional gig was at fifteen. He was the main pian-
ist at the Sinatra fan club, which was the social hub that produced most of the stars of bossa 
nova. His memories of this time in the United States are remarkable: “Stan Getz wasn’t really 
popular at that time—it was the bossa nova that saved his career . . . I wasn’t fortunate 
enough to meet Carmen Miranda—she was already dead—but I did meet Cannonball 
Adderley. I played with Bud Shank at a place in Sausalito called the Trident—its still there. I 
played there with Chet Baker and Bud Shank; we lived in House Boat there side by side . . . 
And Cannonball showed up there; he was playing at the Jazz Workshop in San Francisco and 
we found ourselves walking on that little deck there . . . ‘Hi, Cannonball!’ . . . ‘Hi. João, are you 
living in that little boat?’ In that one over there, it was a joke, as if we were in Thailand.”

In truth Donato, in his own humble way, came in the backdoor and then was the best-
kept secret in the West Coast jazz scene. He played with Shank (most notably on Bud Shank 
and His Brazilian Friends with Rosinha Da Valenca), Cal Tjader on several albums (including 
Solar Heat), Mongo Santamaría on two albums (Arriba and Live at the Blackhawk) and even 
Tito Puente on Vaya Puente. All the while, bossa nova became a bigger and bigger influence 
on pop music worldwide. “The guys came around asking about me about João [Gilberto], 
they wanted to know ‘Who is this cat?’ They then began to listen to the album there in the 
United States. And they became interested . . . Stan Getz ended up appearing; he was gone, 
Stan Getz; nobody knew who he was—nobody was talking about him when he recorded 
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‘The Girl from Ipanema.’ He got pop—became a star on the charts. Then jazz became popu-
lar again, because jazz was never that popular it was always . . . jazz.”

João went back to Brazil for two years in the middle and cut two albums, both classics: 
A Bossa Muito Moderno and Muito a Vontade, highly sought after records that display an 
equally original vision for the new music as anything Gilberto or Jobim were doing. Then he 
returned to the United States and began recording in earnest. Between 1965 and 1972 (when 
he returned to Brazil for good), he recorded three solo albums with varying degrees of suc-
cess. The New Sound of Brazil for RCA, A Bad Donato for Blue Thumb Records, and Donato/
Deodato a colloboration with Eumir Deodato.

But the real breakthrough came on his second return to Brazil. Donato was almost a 
mystical figure; his records were hugely regarded but few had met him because he was living 
in the United States. Through a meeting with Agostinho dos Santos he decided to collabo-
rate with lyricists. Within a year he was working with all the best Brazil had to offer: Gilberto 
Gil, Caetano Veloso, Marcos Valle, Nana Caymi, Emiliano Santiago, and even Milton Nasci-
mento—his solo record from this period, Quem É Quem, is regarded as one of the five 
greatest Brazilian records of all time.

The impact of bossa nova in the United States between 1960 and 1968 is vast and unprec-
edented. “The Girl from Ipanema” is the second-most recorded song in pop history after 
“Yesterday” by the Beatles. We are used to clichés about the Brit Invasion; we never hear of 
the Brazilian one. Antonio Carlos Jobim’s record with Frank Sinatra, recorded at Hollywood 
Sound Recorders, was nominated for a Grammy for best album in 1968, only to be beaten 
out by Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band. Absolutely everyone tried their hand at the 
new thing, from jazz legends to pop ingénues. Getz’s and Gilberto’s success had prompted 
a veritable stampede to the rhythm of this international samba. However, the subtle poetry 
of Vinicius De Moraes that accompanied the Brazilian music was often lost to mediocre 
translations or approximations.

At the height of the first wave of bossa nova in December 1962, the Brazilian consul in 
New York decided to organize a show at Carnegie Hall. It was a huge investment in the new 
music and introduced several of its new stars to a North American public. It was given mixed 
reviews back in Brazil, although generally it was considered a big success. The show led to 
some serious copyright issues, though, as several publishing companies claimed to have 
rights to administering the music after the concert. The complexity of the exchange 
between north and south seemed to be intact; nonetheless, the Carnegie Hall concert made 
a big impact and also helped pave the way for the success that would follow.

A chance meeting in New York after the infamous concert would lead to the apex of 
Brazilian music into Los Angeles. Cannonball Adderley, the great alto player, who, along with 
John Coltrane, Bill Evans, Jimmy Cobb, and Paul Chambers, had made up the band that 
played Kind of Blue with Miles Davis, was playing at Birdland. Cannon had been introduced 
to bossa nova music by Miles Davis a few years earlier. Lena Horn had given Miles Chega De 
Saudade by João Gilberto, and of course he played it for his friend.
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One of the Brazilian visitors for the Carnegie Hall show, a young pianist, a student of 
Moacir Santos, and a leader of the Bossa Rio Sextet, decided to go down to Birdland and see 
the great Cannonball Adderley. After the show they hung out and decided to make a record-
ing. By 1962, Cannonball was no stranger to the new music and was astute enough to recog-
nize the difference between playing with a Brazilian band, especially one of this stature, and 
playing with a US one. In picking the repertoire, he also knew that it would be “artificial to 
twist either pop standards or jazz originals into a Bossa Nova format.”2 The album Cannon-
ball’s Bossa Nova makes it seem, for all intents and purposes, that he went to Rio, hooked 
up with the hottest young band (several members were part of the samba jazz scene; both 
Paulo Mauro and Pedro Paulo are on the Edson Machado record mentioned above), and 
really made something that bridged the two worlds. Cannonball was a unique musical figure. 
His taste was wildly popular, but he was deeply rooted within the jazz idiom. He was con-
stantly on the lookout for young musicians and new places to take the music. The meeting 
with Sérgio Mendes started a series of events that would result in the most fertile period of 
Brazilian influence in popular music that the United States has ever seen.

Everybody talks about Brazil, but they don’t talk about Brazil making the 

African connection. That’s why Bahia is so important, because when you 

deal with the Miltons and all of those guys, that African connection, that 

African root is what drives that rhythm. That African root is what drives all 

those dudes and their samba, not the bossa nova, but the African root is all 

embedded in that samba. So we, as African Americans, we already have a 

natural tendency to feel the pulse of that samba before.

—leon ndugu chancellor

Cannonball’s Bossa Nova is a great example of what might be possible. Sérgio Mendes’s 
band is taut, full of ideas, and Cannonball is clearly excited by the new possibilities. There’s 
two Jobim compositions and even one by the new California resident João Donato. Subse-
quently Mendes made two records with the Ertugun brothers for Atlantic, which weren’t 
particularly successful, and then came directly to Los Angeles to record with Herb Alpert 
and Jerry Moss. Alpert’s idea was a more mainstream one—get singers, take the bossa nova 
to the pop market—clearly feeling the glow of Getz and Gilberto’s success with “The Girl 
from Ipanema.”

The Bossa Rio Sextet had given way to Brasil ’65, which birthed Brasil ’66, and on their 
first album with Alpert and Moss’s A & M label, they completely broke the bank. Mendes 
inverted Cannonball’s intuitive authenticity and cracked the musical clam of pop success.

Young Carioca Jorge Ben had written a completely perfect pop song in 1963 with “Mas 
Que Nada,” and he recorded it with J. T. Mierelles and his band. Only recently was the  
song discovered to be an adaptation. In Europe and the United States there’s a long  
tradition of adapting folk themes or airs into contemporary music. Beethoven had song 
collectors who fed his creative needs; Gershwin, Villa Lobos, and Caymmi transcribed the 
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songs they heard fishermen or cattle hands sing; and “Mas Que Nada” started off as a song 
on a record called Tam Tam Tam by Jose Prates. Prates, a pianist, is an interpreter of the 
music of the terreiro. The terreiros are the sacred church spaces of candomble, the Afro-
Brazilian religion. Prates was part of a touring stage show put together by Mieco Askanasy, 
a Polish promoter and bookstore owner from Rio, in 1949 that had traveled the world as a 

Sérgio Mendes, during the recording of Timeless with will.i.am (not pictured), Sao Paulo, 2006.
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kind of folkloric theater show. Their first record, Drums of Brazil, came out in 1950 and, as 
you might expect, is a document of a theatrical show. However, in 1958 they cut record in 
the studio for Polydor. It is stunning, and track three of side one is “Nana Imboro,” clearly a 
reference to Jorge Ben’s early masterwork and one of the greatest pop songs of the post-
war era.

Cannonball Adderley from the house of David Axelrod, North Hollywood, 1998.
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It is hard to understand now just how remarkable it was, but Mendes and Brasil ’66 with 
the sambalanço, or samba swing, were classic. It is really stunning. The song had been 
recorded by the great Tamba Trio earlier, but Mendes and Alpert gave it that big sound and 
the vocal by Lani Hall was perfect. This cemented Mendes’s place in Los Angeles music. He 
had a hit, he had a new sound, and he had the attention of a great recording team in Alpert 
and his partner Jerry Moss.

Heliópolis, São Paulo, 2002.
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A & M became the home for the new post-bossa Brazilian sound in the United States. 
Pretty soon they would record with Edu Lobo, Tamba Trio, and the man who would drive the 
influence of Brazil even further into the roots of African American music, Milton Nascimento.

POST-BOSSA AND MINAS GERAIS: MILTON NASCIMENTO, 
LUIZ ECA, DEODATO, WAYNE SHORTER, AND EARTH, WIND 
& FIRE.

The thread of this music runs through a lot of musicians. People go to the 

well of this kind of music as they would jazz, as they would classical music. 

This is Brazil’s classical music.

—verdine white, earth, wind & fire, interview with author, 
december 2016

By the late 1960s there were Brazilians all over the country making waves with their swing. 
In New York, Sivuca, the savant musician, was bandleader for South African refugee Miriam 
Makeba; Bossa Tres stayed on after the Carnegie concert and made several albums, most 
beautifully Jazz Tempo, Latin Accents with Clifford Brown, Prince Lasha, and Sonny Sim-
mons. Bossa vocal group Quarteto Em Cy became the Girls from Bahia and “changed their 
address from Bahia to Burbank, even managed to bring the great Dorival Caymmi to Los 
Angeles to record.”3 Bola Sete was traveling the country with his tremendous trio, including 
hugely influential Paulinho Magalaes on drums. Donato was living between Los Angeles and 
the Bay Area, playing with Bud Shank, Sebastião Neto, and Rosinha Da Valenca. Marcos Valle 
was beginning to have traction with pop crooners like Andy Williams and Tony Bennett, 
eventually collaborating with the great Leon Ware. Edu Lobo, one of the greatest songwrit-
ers of the era, was penning tunes for Augusto Boal (Upa Neguinho) as well as making 
records for A & M. His catalog from this era is monumental. Flora Plurim and Airto Moreira 
had just arrived from Brazil in New York. Even Mexico was feeling the benefit of many Brazil-
ian extended-stay musicians. Amazing string arranger and pianist Luiz Eça and his Sagrada 
Familia were there, as was Tamba Trio, now Tamba 4.

The truth is that between 1964 and 1974 was a terrible time to be in Brazil. In 1964 João 
Goulart, a left-leaning, democratically elected president, had been overthrown by a carefully 
planned, US-backed coup. The nightmare of the 1960s in Brazil had begun. The 1950s had 
been an optimistic time for Brazilians; there was a palpable feeling that the moment was 
coming when they could finally take their place among the developed world. Brazilia, the 
new capital city, was constructed and Amazonia had begun to be opened up with the Trans-
Amazonica highway. But darker forces loomed. In much the same way that the United States 
was terrified of another front for the Germans and Japanese during World War II, the  
possibility of a left-leaning South America with Russian sympathies became a strategic  
priority. A social-democratic government in Guatemala had been averted in 1954 with the 
use of a CIA-backed force. However, Fidel and Ché led a popular revolution and beat  
US-backed dictator Bautista off the Island of Cuba in 1959, and this was a huge cause  
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for alarm among the anticommunist powers deep within the US government. This potential 
threat had to be assuaged immediately. Thus, in 1964 Brazil became the guinea pig for what 
was to come in Chile, Mexico, Argentina, and many more. Torture and the suppression of 
unions, students, and organizers of all stripes became the new normal, and by the time of 
the fifth decree in 1968 the democratic state had been abandoned entirely in favor of mar-
tial law.

Resistance among artists and musicians was both confrontational and often allegorical. 
From 1964 until late 1968 the social space for resistance seemed possible; however, after the 
death of high school student activist Edson Luis and the protests that followed, the govern-
ment introduced the infamous fifth decree. Brazil had entered a new phase of its repression. 
This political reality drove and forced many Brazilians into exile. The censorship of lyrics, the 
internment of artists, the collapse of the public sphere, and the normalization of torture and 
disappearance all contributed to one of Brazil’s darkest periods, but, as Christopher Dunn 
has noted, “one of its periods of greatest creative joy.”

Sérgio Mendes’s success at A & M and the presence of those great musicians in Los 
Angeles were a lure for many Brazilians. Airto Moreira, the legendary percussionist from 
Santa Catarina in the south and part of Quarteto Novo with Hermeto Pascual, had been in 
New York with his partner Flora Plurim, but he got word that Sérgio might be in need of a 
percussionist: “There were Brazilians here. There was Sérgio Mendes. I would talk to Brazil-
ians and they would all encourage me to come to LA, saying it was like Brazil, sunny, clean, 
organized, and with Brazilian bands. I was going to audition with Sérgio Mendes—but a 
drummer from Brazil Dom Um Romão got the gig.”

Dom Um Romao is an extraordinary and singular percussionist. His work with Weather 
Report later is shocking in its beauty. Famously, from time to time he played a solo with his 
shoes—no drums, just shoes. Airto may have been mistaken though, as Dom Um had played 
with Sérgio since the beginning and it seems implausible that Sérgio would have been hiring 
him when Airto came to LA in the late 1960s. Nonetheless, many Brazilians had found their 
way out west.

Ralph Gleason writes at the beginning of the liner notes for Milton Nascimento’s Courage 
album on A & M from 1969, “Brazil is one of the oldest cultures of the Americas and cer-
tainly one which has gone far along the road to solving some of the social problems which 
haunt the United States.” Clearly Gibson was writing about North America’s racism in rela-
tion to Brazil’s racial democracy narrative with little or no connection to what was happen-
ing on the ground—the dictatorship, the continuing exclusion of Afro-Brazilians and indig-
enous folks, and the suppression of many activists and artists, including Nascimento himself. 
The album’s title, Courage, clearly didn’t extend to Gibson’s liner-note writing.

Milton Nascimento, the adopted child of a student of Villa Lobos and a mathematician 
and radio station owner from Tres Pontas in the state of Minas Geraes, had shot to fame 
from his early days as a rock ’n roller to a real post-bossa phenomena. He entered a song 
competition in Rio in 1967 and was heard by arranger and composer Eumir Deodato and the 
great American engineer and producer Creed Taylor. He had already recorded an album 
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with Luis Eca when he went to New Jersey to make Courage. Creed Taylor and Deodato 
were taking no chances: the band was stellar—Herbie Hancock on piano, Airto Moreira on 
percussion, and a host of great string and horn players. In truth the arrangements aren’t as 
stark or unique as what Luiz Eca had managed in Rio, but the record sounds bigger, and 
while it may not have broken Milton into a mainstream American audience, clearly folks 
were listening.

Jazz saxophonist Kamau Kenyatta from Detroit told me he remembers clearly listening 
to Milton on the radio at the University of Michigan in the late 1960s. Ndugu Chancellor 
explains, “I was wondering how a lot of people got into him, like Maurice White from Earth, 
Wind & Fire in Chicago. Well here’s the thing; they did play Milton in 1969 because he had an 
album on A & M called Courage, and it featured Herbie Hancock. That opened the door for 
me—that and an album by Paul Desmond that features some Milton music called From the 
Hot Afternoons. Both of those were on A & M, and that was in ’68 or ’69. It was starting to 
creep out by then.”

Wayne Shorter had been paying attention too. He had recorded Super Nova with Airto 
in 1969 and even covered the Jobim song “Dindi.” Super Nova is blisteringly beautiful; where 
Airto plays is full of rattle, counterrhythm, and feel. Miles Davis hired Airto not long after, 
and he became part of the rotating crew that made Bitches Brew. Walter Booker, bassist for 
Cannonball Adderly, is on Super Nova, and we may suspect that he was the one who brought 
in Airto.

It seems these were the last moments when African American jazz musicians were test-
ing the water; after 1970 and especially after 1972, as we will see, there is a flood of Brazilian 
influence and musicians into jazz.

It is worth noting here that Bola Sete was also impacting the way the young jazz musi-
cians were hearing the music. Ndugu Chancellor explains again: “We never talk about Bola 
Sete at the Monterey Jazz Festival, and I want to say that was ’68. It’s a trio. You’ve got to 
hear it because the drummer, Paulinho [Magalhaes], did the samba; he did the cuica; he did 
all of that; and it was just a trio. They did “Samba de Orpheus”—the music of Black 
Orpheus—and it was one of the best treatments of that. Again, that was another introduc-
tion to the whole Brazilian thing that the world slept on—because it was coming from that 
jazz arena, it didn’t get the commercialization.”

It really feels as though these years were the tipping point. Jazz was changing to a more 
improvised, inclusive approach; Brazilians were now not just sending records or songs, but 
were already in the United States—a number of them with high profiles—and the language 
of the Brazilian approach, be it in jazz, samba, or bossa—was being understood.

In another chapter of Cannonball Adderley’s involvement, he gathered his band and went 
to Brazil in 1972. According to his producer, David Axelrod, he came back a changed man: 
“He fell in love with Brazil, he came back and he would say, ‘David, David, wherever you go, 
to whatever funky little bar there’s music, I need to make enough money to where we can 
charter a jet to bring the entire family down, not just Adderleys and Axelrods but the entire 
family.’ ”
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Cannonball went straight to the Capital studios and made The Happy People. “Inspired 
by a trip to Brazil, the new music of Cannonball Adderley—like flesh and blood and Rio . . . 
hot and humid and happy and unimaginably real,” reads the back of the record. Recorded in 
the unique Axelrod/Adderley style of live performance in front of an audience at the Capitol 
studios in Hollywood, The Happy People is impulsive, new, inspired, and ambitious. Axelrod 
arranged the title track: “He [Cannon] didn’t know what the fuck was happening, the 
arrangement caught him by so much surprise . . . He had no idea I was coming back on the 
second day with singers. Well, I’ve always liked Brazilian music—who doesn’t like Brazilian 
music—but I made it a samba; it is not a bossa nova . . . I made sure of that; it says over eve-
rybody’s part, ‘SAMBA’ [followed by an] exclamation point.”

The song, an Airto Moreira composition, is a roaring vamp. The lyrics say,

I want to tell you about this samba, samba, samba,
Samba do and Samba la,
In Brazilian carnival the people dance all day long

The only solo is Cannon, filled with happiness, clarity, and fire. His playing is full of emotion, 
and just when you think he has ventured too far, he falls back in with the rhythm, under-
stated and somehow perfect. Cannonball’s gift would be taken from the planet three years 
later at the age of forty-six. I dare say he never sounds happier than he does on this cut. The 
voices, the whispering, the crowd brought in for the session by Axelrod. The family was 
happy and it showed. Many of Axelrod’s recordings are known for their tension but here the 
happy people won. The engine (or kitchen, as the Brazilians would say) is the percussion 
section of Airto and Mayuto Correa and the wonderful vamping of the young George Duke. 
This happiness was infectious and to me sustained this group of musicians after Cannon’s 
passing. They would form the hub of Brazilian Los Angeles.

Joe Zawinul, the great improviser and writer of the huge hit “Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,” left 
Adderley’s group after nine years to play with Miles Davis. There was a revolving door 
between Miles’s and Cannon’s groups, which led to some tension at times, according to 
Axelrod. But, unfazed, Cannon brought in the young George Duke. Duke was something 
new. Born in San Rafael in Northern California, he was an entirely different generation than 
Zawinul or Adderley. He had played with Frank Zappa and was already making records for 
MPS in Germany. Brazil seemed to blow his mind. “George came back talking to us and 
turned us on,” explained Ndugu.

On his record Faces in Reflection from 1974, Duke covers Milton Nascimento’s “Maria 
Tres Filhos.” He had first written an arrangement of this song for The Happy People. It is the 
only tune George Duke didn’t write on Faces in Reflection—and the treatment is stunning. 
Faces is a trio record, with John Heard on bass and Leon Ndugu Chancellor on drums. The 
Milton melody gets a full run, rinsed to its full beauty, constantly looping back to its emo-
tional root. Ndugu is pressed to play big but quietly, and he plays perfectly, finding new 
pockets, playing the outside of the kit, discovering new ghosts and bringing the samba to Ike 
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and Tina Turner’s Bolic Studios in Inglewood. Duke’s music from here on out takes a dis-
tinctly Brazilian flavor, and, whether working with Airto, Flora, or indeed Ndugu, Duke never 
stopped paying attention to what was going on five thousand miles to the south. Faces in 
Reflection is but a sketch for what is to come, but clearly the trip south with Cannonball had 
set Duke on a path. Los Angeles music would now never not have the tint of its southern 
neighbor.

Cannonball Adderley helped Airto and Flora get their papers to stay in the United States: 
“He made us legal for this country, me and Flora. He signed everything, nobody wanted him 
to do that. His manager was pissed. He was a beautiful cat, man, him and Gil Evans. I cannot 
believe how good he was.”4 They had met in the Village Vanguard. Cannon already knew 
Flora, who was singing backup for Miriam Makeba and Sivuca. George Duke made the intro-
duction and told Cannon, “You should see this guy on percussion he is serious.” Of course 
Adderley never saw a Brazilian opportunity he didn’t like! “Why don’t you sit in with us.” 

Leon “Ndugu” Chancler, the Mayan Theater, Los Angeles, 2012.
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Airto became the go-to percussionist, from Cannonball to Miles Davis to the early Weather 
Report. His unique style, homemade instruments, singing, and vast knowledge of Brazilian 
folkloric traditions became a wellspring for jazz folks, opening up a new vocabulary, a new 
palette.

Airto Moreira was born in the small town of Itaoipolis in the southern state of Santa 
Catarina. He played percussion before he could walk, a perfect example of a Wellesian Bra-
zilian (see quote above). He traveled from a young age with the itinerant dance bands that 
played throughout rural Brazil. He always made a point to go out during the day and listen 
to the local sounds and rhythms. His first group, the Sambalanço Trio with Cesar Camargo 
Mariano, was a smash but the real breakthrough came with Quarteto Novo. Airto, Hermetto 
Pascual, Theo de Barros, and Heraldo Do Monte made up the group, and even though they 
have only one album, the eponymous recording from 1967, they continue to have a pro-
found influence on Brazilian music.

Airto Moreira, at his home studio, Studio City, 2006.
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Brazil was never just one thing. Bryan McCann, among others, has argued that the samba 
itself, in its ability to incorporate many rhythms, from jongo to maracatu, lundu, coco, 
and repente, and the invention of radio as a means to broadcast it are, in fact, the thing 
that made Brazil possible. Up until the late 1930s Brazil was still an aspirational idea. In the 
north there had been several breakaway states, including most heroically the one led  
by Lampiao and his wife Maria Bonita. Their story of tragic repression and beheading by  
the state in no small way captures the popular imagination in Brazil to this day. Luiz Gonza-
ga’s baiao and its popularity bear the trace of this dissident Brazil. Samba may have become 
the national rhythm under Getulio Vargas with the help of Carmen Miranda, but that is 
merely one version. There are many more. Airto opens up other Brazils with his rhythmic 
vocabulary.

Natural Feelings is Airto’s first solo record in the United States, recorded for Buddah 
Records in 1970. The lineup is a new kind of formation. He is joined by wife, Flora, and 
Sivuca, with Hermetto Pascual from his Quarteto Novo days and the Miles Davis alum and 
legendary bass man Ron Carter. Airto, Sivuca, and Hermetto are not just multi-instrumen-
talists; they are feral imaginations. The record is brimming with echoes of regional Brazil. 
Gone are the limits of a micro Brazil, replaced with the huge palette, fitting for a country 
that is spread like a tropical picnic across the southern subcontinent. Airto had brought it 
all with him somehow—afro, caipira, arabe, cangaçero, pescador—and none of it sounded 
like a folk experiment ; it sounded completely urgent and contemporary.

In this period between 1970 and 1980, Airto filled up the musical lane with a huge volume 
of recordings. His rhythms launched many groups, from Weather Report to Return to For-
ever, from Opa to Fingers. He played behind way too many jazz greats to mention, but let’s 
just name drop a few: Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Donald Byrd, Santana, Randy Weston, 
Wayne Shorter. He did this all the while maintaining a generous catalogue of solo recordings 
and producing and playing with his wife, Flora.

Flora herself is a pure lightening rod. Her albums from this period bridge jazz, vocalese, 
and rhythm and blues. Starting out as a post-bossa singer, Flora had grown into a firebrand 
vocalist backing up Miriam Makeba. Her unique free jazz vocals—part screech, part harmo-
nies, part guttural reaches—made her an enormous draw in this era. Her bands were always 
exemplary and her performances often controversial but never dull. The fact that Airto and 
Flora maintained such a prolific recording schedule at this time—each developing separate 
audiences and different repertoires—is a testament to just how powerful their influence 
had become.

This hub between George Duke and Airto and Flora supported a huge group of Brazilians 
in Los Angeles that would lend their ginga to many records. This group included Raul De 
Sauza the trombonist, Robertinho Silva the great drummer, Oscar Castro Neves, who had 
been part of the original bossa nova group and had played at Carnegie Hall, Hermetto  
Pascoal, guitarist and composer Egberto Gismonti, percussionist Mayuto Correa, percus-
sionist Dom Um Romao, session percussion legend Paulinho Da Costa, and the great Moacir 
Santos.
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Moacir made some beautiful records for Blue Note in this period, but, as Ndugu has 
pointed out, “Moacir was ahead of his time. Moacir was deep and then the concept of them 
recording that album Maestro—the record company didn’t really understand what they had 
so they didn’t market Moacir. They didn’t market Moacir because they didn’t understand 
what he stood for.”

Moacir Santos from Pernambuco was the best that Afro-Brazil had to offer. He had 
already scored ten features, had arranged more than fifty albums, and was the first Afro-
Brazilian to conduct the National Radio Orchestra, but Blue Note wasn’t sure what to do. A 
young educator and recent alumni of Willie Bobo’s band was given the job of producing. Reg-
gie Andrews is an LA legend and this perhaps forgotten part of his story is worth remember-
ing. The teacher of many of the previous three generations of Brazilian music would be pro-
duced by the teacher of the next three generations of Los Angeles music. Reggie Andrews 
went on to teach Patrice Rushen, Ndugu, the Pharcyde, Thundercat, and Kamasi Washington. 
It is also worth noting here that all of these artists have a deep appreciation for the music of 
their friends to the south. On that memorable album Maestro, two very powerful vocational 
traditions are linked indelibly. When I hear Patrice Rushen’s “Jubilation” from the album 
Before the Dawn, a perfect baiao fusion with Ndugu on drums, or “Runnin,” produced by J 
Dilla for the Pharcyde, with its Getz/Gilberto sample, I humbly remember that their teachers 
had met, had worked together, and, in a perfect way, had joined the traditions.

Brazil saved me. I enjoyed going there more than anything I ever did in my 

life. I returned to Los Angeles ready to pour that experience into the new 

record, to bring the sights, sounds, and smells of Brazil to the palette of 

Earth, Wind & Fire.

—maurice white, earth, wind & fire

Maurice listened to a lot of Sérgio Mendes back then, but of course Sérgio 

was very commercial but it was actually Sérgio that brought a lot of the 

music to America. He commercialized it of course. And “Zanzibar”—those 

great vocals that was on there—that was Philip and ’Reece doing those top 

vocals. And then we did “Caribou”—that was actually all of us. That’s kind of 

how it started. ’Reece was actually the person who really brought it to the 

band.

—verdine white, earth, wind & fire

As the 1970s wore on and the dance floor became an important part of American popular 
music again, it seemed only likely that the Brazilian palette would emerge in an even more 
mainstream way. Sérgio Mendes was still making valid pop statements: his record from 1973, 
Raizes, or Primal Roots, as it was badly translated into English, is an outstanding example of 
this. Fired by traditional rhythms and including some inspired Dorival Caymmi tunes, it is 
Mendes at his best as the broker of Brazilian culture.
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By the early 1970s the producers and arrangers that had absorbed the first wave of bossa 
nova were still going strong. Quincy Jones was still very much in demand. Henry Mancini 
was one of the best interpreters of bossa nova in the English language. Jobim was signed to 
Creed Taylor’s label CTI, making his great herbal statement, Stone Flower. Clare Fischer, the 
prolific composer and arranger, was still exploiting the possibilities of Brazilian rhythms and 
melodies. Even Laurindo Almeida was still making interesting records with Bud Shank and 
their LA 4.

In 1973 Sérgio Mendes brought another stunning session player from Rio to Los Angeles, 
Paulinho da Costa. Paulinho Da Costa said, “In Brazil, people always encouraged me to go to 
the US. Then Sérgio Mendes made me an offer and as my wife was expecting a baby and the 
offer was good, I thought it was a good opportunity to come to the US. I had always admired 
the jazz and the Latin music scene in the US. I arrived in Los Angeles on January 4, 1973. This 
was in the second wave of Sérgio Mendes.”

In this period Sérgio had kept the formula but shifted emphasis from straight bossa nova 
into something more diverse. He introduced the US pop world to the songs of Edu Lobo, 
Gilberto Gil, João Donato, and Dorival Caymmi and began a longtime collaboration with Stevie 
Wonder, another fan of the Brazilian thing. In sending for Paulinho, he must have known he 
was revitalizing his “kitchen” with a spark of new energy. Paulinho Da Costa has the broad 
palette of Airto, but is a much more controlled, pocket kind of percussionist. He was already a 
veteran of the Portela Samba School from Madureira in Rio. Paulinho within a few years 
became the first-call percussionist on every pop record recorded in the city. He took over 
from King Errisson (the Bahamian giant) the mantle of pops percussionist. Paulinho’s résumé 
is almost unstoppable in terms of 1980s pop, from Madonna to Kenny Rogers, from the Temp-
tations to Rod Stewart, from Minnie Ripperton to Lionel Ritchie. (Rod Stewart’s “Da Ya Think 
I’m Sexy” with percussion by Paulinho is an adaptation of “Taj Mahal” by Jorge Ben.)

But the two main sessions that really changed pop music in my humble opinion are 
“Don’t Stop ’til You Get Enough by Michael Jackson and “Brazilian Rhyme” by Earth, Wind & 
Fire. As it turns out, both tracks include Paulinho on percussion.

“Brazilian Rhyme” is attributed to Milton Nascimento; it was recorded after a retreat to 
Brazil taken by Maurice White in 1977.

In his book My Life with Earth, Wind & Fire, Maurice White explains:

There’s a sound track to my memories of Brazil; every remembered picture has a melody 
or groove. I had always loved Latin music, from those days down in Chicago’s Old Town 
neighborhood, but the deeper rhythms and the Afro-Cuban influence opened me up. This 
wasn’t Sérgio Mendes and Brasil ’66. This was a tribal, earthy, barefoot-in-the-dirt experi-
ence. Brazil’s music contained a heavy emphasis on drumming. I discovered there were 
these little drum schools all over Brazil. I visited three of them and roamed around those 
rooms like I was a hall monitor in junior high. The talented young musicians had amazing 
flavor: I soaked it up. I hadn’t felt that way since I was a kid back in Memphis with Booker T. 
and Richard Shann, listening to the new jazz records of Monk and Coltrane . . . I also met 
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the one and only Milton Nascimento. Since Milton and I didn’t speak the same language, 
we would communicate through a funny sign language of sorts. Between those two incred-
ible musicians [Milton and Deodato], the rhythm in the country’s very soil, the food, and 
the beautiful Brazilian people, I left there floating, fully inspired.

Maurice White’s moving testimony links his experience with Milton and Deodato in Brazil to 
hearing Monk and Coltrane in his youth. Perhaps through the language barrier Milton may have 
told him that his holy trinity from when he was a teenager was Mingus, Miles, and Coltrane.5 It 
is beautiful to imagine these meetings, and clearly the energy they manifested is marked in the 
wonderful music that was produced afterward. “Brazilian Rhyme” is that. A clear riff on the 
Milton song “Ponte De Areia”—it begins as a mere interlude. But by the time it was finished, it 
was one of the most recognizable dance floor fillers of the 1980s and 1990s and up into the 
present. Sampled by the great a Tribe Called Quest on their first album for the track “Mr. 
Muhammed,” it is a proper stripped-down, ultra-catchy finger snap with a vocal—the kind of 
music that White was critical of as popular African American music moved into the 1980s—but 
it’s a stone-cold classic: Minas Geraes through Los Angeles onto every dance floor in the world.

Earth, Wind & Fire is a great example of how pop incorporates Brazilian music in a way 
that most of us don’t even recognize. American pop expertly does this, feeding itself on the 
blues, the clave, and eventually Brazilian rhythms in discreet ways that make the inclusive 
leanings of samba part of our aural experience without openly exclaiming it. Earth, Wind & 
Fire had been influenced by Brazilian sounds since early on. Maurice White had played bossa 
novas with Ramsey Lewis when he took over from Isaac Red Holt in 1966. Earth, Wind & 
Fire’s first producer, Charles Stepney, was steeped deeply in the feel of Brazil, as is evi-
denced on his compositions and arrangements for Minnie Ripperton’s first album, Come 
into My Garden. So Earth, Wind & Fire’s version of Edu Lobo’s “Zanzibar” from the album 
Head to the Sky from 1973 should have come as no surprise; however, it is new, long dynamic 
and a full exploration of Lobo’s wonderful instrumental. The Zimbo Trio had made a hit of 
the song, but Earth, Wind & Fire made an epic of it. The forty-five second cuica solo at the 
beginning is instructive, humorous, and sexual. Somehow it had worked for the Earth, Wind 
& Fire format: they turned “Zanzibar” into a thirteen-minute-long extended soul jazz jour-
ney. In their follow-up record, Open Our Eyes, Earth, Wind & Fire showed that they could 
create music like this on their own. “Caribou” is a beautiful Brazilian-inflected vocal jam that 
could well be Azymuth under the direction of Marcos Valle or Burnier and Cartier, but it is 
really just a band from Chicago making a song about the little town near Denver that they 
had decided to record in.

But after the trip to Brazil in 1977, Maurice White wasn’t just interested in quotations or 
covers; he felt Brazil coming through his experience. Curiously enough, in Brazil at this same 
moment in 1977, two Brazilian arrangers were channeling Earth, Wind & Fire. Robson Jorge 
and Lincoln Olivetti had already heard the cues and were making samba swing–style produc-
tions for many of the soul groups of the day in Rio. One wonders if Maurice White had heard 
them.
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By the time Earth, Wind & Fire as a group made it to Brazil, ten thousand Cariocas met 
them at the airport. Samba-soul Brazil was ready for its heroes, and from the evidence of 
the live recordings the exchange was immense.

Michael Jackson began working with Quincy Jones on the making of The Wiz in 1978. 
Later that year Jones began production of Jackson’s solo record Off The Wall. Michael 
Jackson had four solo albums to that point, but he felt as though he hadn’t let loose yet. He 
wanted to develop his own repertoire, find his sound, and he trusted Jones to help make 
this happen. Many songwriters were brought in, from Stevie Wonder to Paul McCartney and 
Rod Temperton of Heatwave and even George Duke. “Don’t Stop ’til You Get Enough,” how-
ever, was all Michael.

The Jacksons had worked with Paulinho Da Costa previously. The result was the com-
pletely infectious “Shake Your Body (Down to the Ground).” But “Don’t Stop ’til You Get 
Enough” is a different beast—even the demo version is completely Brazilian. When you hear 
the demo, its rhythm is basically shakers and a bottle; this is the samba de roda rhythm sec-
tion. Samba de roda is the backyard samba, the circle samba, the small session that happens 
in bars, at the schools on a Saturday afternoon when they make a feijoada. But as soon as 
Michael starts to sing, it becomes clear what’s up—to me this is one of the greatest pop 
songs of the contemporary era. Somehow, Michael Jackson produced by Quincy Jones (by 
then a real Brazilophile) is moving from child star to the biggest pop star of all time—it 
seems weirdly fitting that those hits were being driven by a samba rhythm. The same music 
that had made Brazil was now making the king of pop. Paulinho Da Costa inscribed the 
samba school tradition into the popular music of the 1980s and Michael Jackson exempli-
fied this. By the time Michael went to Bahia and Rio with Spike Lee to make the music video 
for “They Don’t Care about Us,” featuring Olodum, it was as though they were closing a 
certain kind of loop. The influence that had begun with the Baianias in the 1910s had found 
its way back to Pelourinho in Salvador da Bahia and the Dona Marta favela in Rio—through 
the feet and falsetto of one of pop’s biggest and most embattled icons.

POSTSCRIPT
The difficulty of these kinds of arguments in many ways is that they are made from inferred 
evidence. As music moves, it operates according to its own logic. Influences are fluid: a 
bossa nova rhythm can morph easily into a second line, a two step can slide into a samba, 
and writing music is, thankfully, a far more interesting way to write history than history writ-
ing. But it is undeniable that, since the late 1930s, the language, swing, and palette of Brazil-
ian music have influenced the world and changed music in the city of Los Angeles pro-
foundly, while very few of us noticed.

Today when we hear Madlib collaborate with Azymuth6 or Jurassic 5 rework Baden and 
Vinicius’s “Canto de Ossanha,” it feels very much part of the extended musical vocabulary 
we have access to. Yes, this music feels different in its swing and language, but it also feels 
familiar—we have a place for it. It would be an exhaustive and pointless task to itemize all 
the places we can feel Brazilian music in our music by now—its openness, the infectious 
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ginga of the rhythm, the curious way that out-of-tune sounds right or behind-the-
beat seems perfectly on time—but it is there. So when Tyler the Creator samples Wilson 
Das Neves7 or Kaytranada builds a song around Gal Costa,8 we can know that this is a part 
of a larger conversation, one that has many voices and that isn’t always just in its outcomes, 
but one that contains the possibilities of diasporic understandings far beyond written  
history.

NOTES
1. http://daniellathompson.com/Texts/Stokowski/Stalking_Stokowski.htm.
2. Liner notes to Canonball’s Bossa Nova by Orrin Keepnews 1962.
3. Liner notes to the Warner Records release Revolucion Con Brasilia! by the Girls from Bahia, 

1965.

Azymuth with Madlib, Echo Park, 2008.
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4. Airto Moreira interviewed by the author published in Wax Poetics, 2006.
5. As noted by Edu Lobo in the liner note to Milton’s first record.
6. Jackson Conti: Sujinho is a collaboration between Madlib and Ivan Conti of Azymuth.
7. “Lone” from the album Wolf by Tyler the Creator.
8. “Pontes Da Luz” from the album 99.9% by Kaytranada.
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